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Createspace. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 212
pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.5in. AN ENHANCED EBOOK A page-turner of a Young Adult
Science Fiction love story-The San Francisco Book Review 4. 5 out of 5 starsA spell-binding
intergalactic tale of beauty and the geek. a compelling sci-fi adventure that also reflects the lifestyle
and dilemmas faced by todays teens, and the world as a whole. - KIDS BOOK CAPERSAn interesting
intergalactic tale of identity and corporeal switching reminiscent of the moviesFreaky Friday and
The Hot Chick. Two Worlds--Two Teens--One Wish Rhoe and Ashley would never be friends. Even if
they lived on the same planet. But, theyll become so much more. Theyll transfer. Earthling Ashleys
world revolves around winning daily popularity contests at Beverly Hills High School and surfing
competitions with sweet scholarship prizes that will finally help her break free of her control-freak
mother. Meanwhile on planet Retha, Rhoe misses his dad, loves his moms home-cooked Glechy crag
with a side of ory sauce, is desperate to heal his sick brother and wants more than anything to win
The Retha New Invention Competition. But Rhoes invention teleports him across the universe with...
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Reviews
This sort of ebook is everything and got me to searching in advance plus more. I could comprehended everything out of this created e pdf. You are going to
like just how the author compose this pdf.
-- Pr of. Ethelyn Hoeg er
Very useful to all category of individuals. It is one of the most amazing publication i have got read through. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for about when you question me).
-- Mr . Johna thon Da ch
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